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Research Report: "Obtaining Highway Engineering 
Services from Professional Engineers in Private 
Pract.ice," Dean R .E. Shaver and Dr. J. W. Hutchinson, 
University of Kentucky Research Foundation; CH 12796. 
In connection with the formulation and issuance of Official 
Order No. 73646, "Consulting Engineering Contracting Procedures," 
dated March 2, 1965, Commissioner Ward expressly sought indepen­
dent, qualified counsel to further review and evaluate all 
matters pertaining to the codification of procedures for engaging 
consulting engineers to render ad hoc services to the Depart­
ment. A contract was negotiated with the Kentucky Research 
Foundation to engage the Dean of the College of Engineering at 
the University of Kentucky and his associates, as he might delegate, 
to study the matter and to submit a report of findings and recom­
mendations. The report enclosed herewith is the final submission 
and concludes the study agreement. Preliminary and interim 
drafts were reviewed by the Department, and all revisions mutually 








?·ftt �� Jas. H. Havens, Director 
Division of Research 
UNIVERSITY OF K<NTUCKY � LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY 40506 
CENTENNIAL 1865�1965 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Mr. James H. Havens 
Director of Research 
Kentucky Department of Highways 
Materials Research Laboratory 
132 Graham Avenue 
Lexington, Kentucky 
Dear Mr. Havens : 
We are submitting herewith the final draft of the report on research relating 
to procedures for obtaining consulting engineering services and the establish­
ment of consultant fees and qualifications (KYP-65-6: UKRF 20l-05-00704-S3010). 
The report is divided into two major parts: 
I. An assessment of current practices and trends based on information 
received from other state highway departments; the professional socie­
ties, the Bureau of Public Roads, and other public agencies. 
II. A review of Kentucky Department of Highways' policies and procedures in 
the light of current and recommended practices and current trends. 
Our recommendations are contained in Part II and are also reflected in an accom­
panying "Recommended Statement of Consulting Engineering Contracting Policies 
and Procedures" (pages 22-47), which represents a suggested revision of Kentucky 
Department of Highways Official Order No. 73646, dated March 2, 1965. 
In general, the practices followed in Kentucky were found to be a combination 
of the most desirable points of procedure represented in the replies from other 
state highway departments and recommended by the Bureau of Public Roads and the 
professional societies. The suggested revisions in statement of policy and pro­
cedures are therefore of a minor nature and are not aimed at any major changes 
of current practice in Kentucky. 
We are pleased to have served in this capacity and would readily entertain 
suggestions for further work on this or other research of current interest to 
the Department of Highways. 
JWH/pam 
cc: Dr. R. c. Bard 
Very truly yours, 
�.  
John W. Hutchinson 
Associate Professor of Civil Engineering 
Princip�l��tigator 
J @� 
Dean, College of Engineering 
Project Director 
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SYNOPSIS 
Current state highway department procedures for obtaining private pro­
fessional engineering services are reviewed and summarized as part of a study 
of the consulting engineering contracting policy and procedures of the Kentucky 
Department of Highways. The current bases used by state highway departments 
for establishment of fees for the professional services of Engineering Consul­
tants, Attorneys, Right-of-Way Appraisers, Right-of-Way Buyers, and Architects 
are summarized, by state, in Table 1. In general, the consulting engineering 
contracting practices followed in Kentucky were found to be a combination of 
the most desirable points of procedure represented in the replies received 
from other state highway departments and recommended by the Bureau of Public 
Roads and the professional societies. The recommendations include a Statement 
of Consulting Engineering Contracting Policy and Procedures which, except for 
noted revisions, is a restatement of Kentucky Department of Highways Official 
Order No. 73646, "Consulting Engineering Contract Procedures," dated March 2, 
1965 0 
OBTAINING HIGHWAY ENGINEERING SERVICES 
FROM PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS IN PRIVATE PRACTICE 
Part I 
CURRENT PRACTICE 
This assessment of current procedures for obtaining private professional 
engineering services is based on information received from the highway 
departments of 48 states , the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Dis-
trict of Columbia . Supplemental information was obtained from the Bureau 
of Public Roads, Consulting Enginef)rs Council, American Society of 
Civil Engineers, National Society of Professional Engineers and various 
other agencies and professional societies concerned with the use of pro-
fessional engineering services. 
SELECTION OF CONSULTANTS 
Although the stated detail of procedures for selection of consultants 
varied widely in the replies received from the highway departments , there 
appear to be many important practices common to nearly all respondents . 
Most state highway departments maintain an up-to-date file of 
particulars on consultants qualified to perform the types of professional 
services most often needed to supplement the work of their own staff. 
The respondents indicated that the usual policy for selection of consul-
tants is to place major emphasis on experience , capacity, qualifications 
and current availability and somewhat less emphasis on rotation of 
assignments among a selected group of experienced engineers and 
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engineering firms . Attention is normally given to the following factors 
in selecting a firm or firms for consideration in connection with a particu­
lar job: 
1. Past performance of consultants on similar contracts with the 
highway department . 
2. Known current work loads of consultants . 
3. Time and manpower requirements for the project under consideration . 
4. Consultant staff size, training, experience, reputation and 
individual professional registration (biographical data on staff 
personnel are normally available from consultants) . 
5 .  Apparent financial capabilities of consultants . 
6. Availability of consultants as related to geographic location and 
potential for communication . 
7 .  Performance records of consultants on similar jobs for other 
clients . 
8. Fees paid to consultants for the same or a similar type of project . 
9. Ability to expand if the project is larger than is normally handled 
by available consultants (depends on several of the above fac-
tors, especially the reputation and abilities of key staff personnel) . 
In most states one man, usually the Highway Commissioner, the 
Chief Engineer or an Assistant Chief Engineer, is assigned the task of 
selecting consultants. In some highway departments, the person in 
charge of the particular activity requiring outside professional engineering 
services (surveying and mapping, bridge design, planning, etc . )  is 
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required to select the consulting firms to be considered for the job. In 
other cases, the selections are made by a standing committee of three 
or four key personnel. 
All of these procedures appear to be wholly in keeping with the 
intent of statements of recommended practice in the various professional 
. "d d h 1" (l-9)* H h d . d" d soc1ety gu1 es an ot er 1.terature. owever, t e tren 1n 1cate 
by replies received from state highway departments is toward assignment 
of key staff personnel to a committee or board having responsibility for 
selection of consultants and negotiation of contracts. Both the need 
for continuity and the extensive record keeping involved in these activ= 
ities seem to favor the assignment of more than one person to the tasko 
ESTABLISHMENT OF FEES 
Fees paid by state hig hway departments for professional services 
and the bases currently used for determination of fees are summarized 
in Table 1 ( pages 48-53). This summary is included as an illustration 
of the great variety of methods currently used for determination of engi-
neering consultant fees. Most of these methods are described in a 
seventy page summary prepared by the Consulting Engineers Council. 
(10) 
Although consideration of many differen t local economic, social 
and legal factors is reflected in these methods, the great variation in 
both the fees and the basis for establishment of fees is largely due to 
the varying amounts of information and services (advance planning 
�' Superscribed numbers in parentheses refer to entries in list of 
references, page 54. 
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guidance , traffic studies, soils investigations , aerial photography , com-
puter services, manual surveys , etc . )  provided to the consultants . 
A majority of the states have indicated that highway department 
personnel make an estimate of the complexity and construction cost of 
the project prior to considering such questions as , ( 1) "Should a consul-
tant be retained to handle the project or some phases of the project?" 
and (2) "Which group or class of consultants, from the department list, 
should be considered? " This estimate is based on preliminary studies 
conducted by highway department personnel . Then , if further preliminary 
studies , reports or designs are to be accomplished by a consultant , 
this work is normally handled in a contract separate from other phases 
of the project (final design , preparation of plans and specifications and 
* 
construction ins pee tion) . 
The most commonly used basis of fees for preliminary studies and 
reports is salary cost ti.mes a multiplier , resulting in a contract for cost 
plus a lump sum. Preliminary work is normally so indeterminate in scope 
that a single lump sum is deemed inequitable. However , in those states 
where the amount of information provided by state forces eliminates 
most of the uncertainties involved, the basis of consultant fees is often 
the same for all phases of the project, including some preliminary studies 
*Use of the term "preliminary engineering" has been avoided because 
of differences in its interpretation by the professional societies, the 
Bureau of Public Roads and the state highway departments. The term 
"construction supervision " is interpreted by the courts to mean "in 
responsible charge of construction" (directing the construction activ­
ities) and , therefore , should not be used to signify "construction 
inspection" 11 
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and surveys . In such cases the contract amount is normally in the form 
of a single lump sum for all of the engineering consultant's services, 
as suggested by the Bureau of Public Roads . 
(l l ) 
The following items are usually consi.dered in fee estimation: 
l .  An estimate of the State's cost of doing the proposed engineer­
ing work with State forces. 
a. Man-hour basis 
b. Average cost per road-mile or per square foot of bridge deck. 
2. Average design cost per mile of road or per square foot of bridge 
deck for similar work previously performed for the State by the 
same consultant. 
3. Average design cost per mile or per square foot for similar work 
by other consultants in the State . 
4. Historical average costs of engineering work of a similar nature 
expressed as a percentage of construction cost . 
5 .  A production cost analysis prepared by the consultant for the 
particular job (for more complicated projects such as unusual 
structure or interchange design and tunnel design) . 
The esti.mated fee for any given project is normally considered to 
be the approximate center of a range within which the negotiated con-
tract amount must lie. Both the upper and lower limits are generally 
within five percent of the estimated fee. 
The above reference to a "percentage of construction cost" must 
not be interpreted as an indication of method of payment. Among the 
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five common methods of payment (fixed lump sum; fixed lump sum plus 
expenses; straight time charges, hourly or perdiem; retainer on annual 
or other basis; and percentage of estimated or actual construction cost), 
the fixed lump sum, with provisions for extra work on a fixed man hour 
cost basis is most often reflected in the sample contract documents sub­
mitted by the state highway departments. The fixed lump sum is sometimes 
established, and frequently justified in part, by use of the ASCE, AREA 
or other guides giving suggested percentages of construction costs, but 
none of the states use a percentage of construction cost as the method 
of payment. The Bureau of Public Roads will not approve consultant con-
tracts which provide for payment of a percentage of construction costo 
In those states where a fixed lump sum is established by use of 
the curves representing 
the ASCE 
percentages of construction cost, 




) and old edition of 
( 6) 
AREA curves are usually specified. This reflects the general trend 
(11,12) 
away from use of the higher percentages of construction cost recommended 
in these guides. 
The replies from some states contained no mention of a percentage 
of construction cost; some contained comments to the effect that suggested 
percentages of construction cost were too high for projects below 
$2,000,000; some contained comments to the effect that a percentage 
of construction cost is not a good basis for establishing fees; several 
were accompanied by special curves, based on local conditions within 
t.he state, and reflecting considerably lower percentages than are 
recommended in the ASCE and AREA guides, 
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The trend appears to be away from the use of a percentage of con� 
struction cost except as a check on the more definitive man hour basis 
of determining consultant fees. The er�ineering profession is fully 
aware of both the trend and the reasons behind it. The National Society 
of Professional Engineers concludes� 11Modern engineering services, 
performed by professional engineers in private practice, cover such 
diverse classes of projects and wide ranges in scope that use of 'per-
centage of construc:tion cost� is diminishing as a basic method for com= 
puting compensation. This trend should be recognized and engineers should 
avoid its use when possible. "
(8) 
Many state highway departments have developed extensive cost 
and performance records in dealing with consultants since 1956. These 
records not only provide an excellent means for establishment of fees 
on a salary cost basis, but also provide a basis for decisions concern.,. 
ing the most effective uses of consultants. The net result is that most 
of the state highway departments are predicting more frequent use of 
consultants as a means of keeping the Federal-aid highway program 
on schedule. 
USE OF CONSULTANTS 
According to Bureau of Public Roads records of Federal�aid highway 
consulting contracts, the number of contracts per year has increased 
from 288 basic agreements in 1956 to 869 in 1964, with an aggregate 
total of over $500,000,000 in consultant fees for the eight year period, 
(13)* 1956 through 1963. 
>"< Information presented at the 50th annual meeting of AASHO by 
Mr. August Schofer, Regional Engineer, Bureau of Public Roads, 
Hagerstown, Maryland. 
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The trend , indicated by replies received from state highway depart­
ments, is toward a greater use of consultants, but the respondents 
offered a wide range of changing legal, social and economic factors 
affecting the decision as to when a consultant should be engaged. 
Some of the many reasons given for the use of consultants are as 
follows: 
(l) The state desires to use consultants rather than build up 
its highway organization for a short time to handle a 
program substantially larger than normal . Employment of 
sufficient personnel to handle the full volume of current 
engineering work would eventually result in retrenchments 
and layoffs contrary to the fundamental policies of career 
development and security in public employment . 
(2) An intensive recruiting program, restricted by state adminis­
trative policies affecting highway department salary str.ucture 
and personnel training and assignment opportunities, has 
proven incapable of producing sufficient personneL 
{3) Unusual work, requiring specialized skills , is accomplished 
quicker, better and more economically by consultants possess­
ing the necessary skills . 
(4) The discreet and timely use of consultants allows the state 
highway organization more flexibility in the planning and 
scheduling of all work to achieve greatest economic advantage. 
The construction of the Interstate System can be kept on 
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schedule without depriving the highway department of the staff 
needed to handle its primary, secondary , and urban highway 
programs and its vastly increasing maintenance program . 
(S) The work of consultants reflects fresh, unbiased thinking 
which sets an example for state forces and provides a yardstick 
of accomplishment . 
(6) The crash program of highway construction since 1 9 5 6  has 
resuleed in considerable engineering consultant experience 
in conforming with state standards and BPR procedures and 
thus has reduced many of the "unknowns" previously reflected 
in the fees proposed by consultants. This , coupled with con­
tinuing free enterprise (professional) competition among exper­
ienced consultants, has constantly increased the number ,  
types and scope of "bargin " consultant services. 
Historically, the Bureau o f  Public Roads has encouraged state highway 
departments to build up adequate organizations to handle the expanding 
level of highway activity. From the very beginning of the Federal-aid 
highway program it has been required as a prerequisite to receiving 
Federal-aid funds , that the state should have a highway department 
adequately staffed and equipped to carry out the authorized work. How­
ever, while adhering to the basically sound policy of placing major 
reliance on the staff employees of state highway departments, the Bureau 
has approved the use of consultants as a necessary adjunct in accom­
plishing the accelerated Federal-aid highway program. The use of 
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consultants is oftel1 essential in sp.ite of the fact that Federal regulations 
with respect to adequate highway department staffing are being complied 
with. The great variation in the extent of use of consultants in different 
states is largely a result of differences in the ratio of normal work load 
to the peak work load imposed by the mileage and character of interstate 
System hi.ghways in each state. Bureau approval of the use of consul­
tants is therefore on a state-by-state basis with consideration given 
to the quality and completeness of each highway department organiza­
tion and the relative status of its Federal-aid highway program progress. 
In some states, statutory limitations prohibit the use of consultants 
except in cases where the state highway department staff does not have 
the capacity , equipment or experience needed to accomplish the project 
under consideration . Most states seldom employ consultants for com­
plete handling of a project from preliminary surveys and studies through 
contract plans and conptruction inspection. In general, current practice 
is to contract only for the phase or phases of engineering work on which 
the press of manpower is greatest or on which the highway department 
i.s lacking i.n experience already accumulated by available consultants. 
Such li.mi.tati.ons on the volume of work let to consultants might 
not appear to be justified by the currently available information on 
relative costs of consultant versus highway department handli.ng of 
the engineering work involved in Federal-aid highway projects . Infor­
mation submitted to the Bureau of Public Roads by state highway depart­
ments in 196 1 indicated that the total cost of engineering by state 
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highway organizations and consultants ranged from 6 0 67 percent to 34,7 8 
percent of construction costs, with a median preliminary and construction 
engii'teering cost of 1 2  0 0 9  percent . The median cost for preliminary engi-
neering was 5, 2 8 percent, and the median cost for construction engineer-
ing was 7 0 17 percent 0 These percentages are higher than the average 
of 3 0 9 percent for all engineering work performed exclusively by consul­
tants (including preparation of plans, specifications and estimates) on 
Federal-aid highway projeds awJ.rded during the period July l ,  1 9 5 6  
through June 30 , 1 9 64 0 However, because of the type and amount of 
information normally provided to consultants by the state highway depart-
ments , these percentages are quite misleading. 
Location surveys, alternate route location studies, subsurface 
explorations , or other preliminary engineering work, together with 
standard specifications, geometric design standards and varying amounts 
of administrative and legal guidance are often provided to the consultant 
at considerable cost which is always reflected in the cost of highway 
department operations but not always reflected in the cost of engineer­
ing by consultants 0 
Truly definitive data Ja!ie not available for such a general comparison 
of the ccst of engineering work by consultants and by government 
agencies, (l4
) 
If the decision to use consultants is to be justified on 
this basis, it should, at best, be limited to specific projects or specific 
phases of projects 0 
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The important question in most states is whether or not consultant 
services are currently needed to keep the Federal-aid highway program 
on schedule. This question involves a far greater amount of money than 
the question of relative costs of engineering by consultants and by high-
way departments. Any appreciable stretch-out of programmed highway 
construction due to lagging engineering work can result in construction 
costs increases exceeding the total cost of engineering work commonly 
let to consultants, 
During the four-year interval since 1961, increases in unit costs 
of construction have added $ l , lOO,OOO,OOO.to the estimated total cost 
of completing the Interstate system . (l5 )
* 
This is more than twice the 
amount of all consultant engineering fees paid for Federal-aid highway 
work during the period 1956 through 1963. 
Both the unit costs of construction and the right-of-way costs of 
highways are time dependent variables of such magnitude that they 
tower above all economic considerations affecting the means by which 
the engineering work is to be accomplished, Sufficient engineering 
forces �l currently be applied to the task of keeping programmed 
construction on schedule, regardless of the relative emphasis placed 
on the use of consultants and the build-up of highway department 
organizations, 
*This increase i.s based only on FAI construction remaining to be done 
during and after 196L Information presented by Federal Highway 
Administrator Rex M. Whitton at the February 1965 meeting of the 
Board of Governors of the Regular Common Carrier Conference at 
Miami Beach, Florida . 
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Except in cases like California and TeKas, the growth in capacity of 
state highway department engineering forces has generally not kept pace 
with the growth in volume and the complexity of highway research, 
planning , design and construction inspection requirements. The current 
trend toward greater use of consultants is, therefore, prompted as much 
by the overwhelming volume and increasing complexity of engineering 
work as it is by any consideration given to the most economic means 
of accomplishing it . 
SUMMARY 
There is a trend toward greater use of consultants, influenced pri­
marily by the economic considerations involved in keeping the Federal­
aid highway program on schedule. In general, current practice is to 
contract only for the phase or phases of engineering work on which the 
press of manpower is greatest or on which the highway department is 
lacking in experience already accumulated by available consultants. 
The usual policy for selection of consultants is to place major 
emphasis on experience, capacity, qualifications and current avail­
ability and somewhat less emphasis on rotation of assignments among 
a selected group of experienced engineers and engineering firms . 
Most state highway departments are developing extensive engi­
neering cost and performance recrods in recognition of the need for a 
more flexible and realistic basis for estimation of consultant fees than 
is provided by historical percentages of construction cost. Because 
of the amount of guidance and information normally provided by highway 
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departments, the fees paid for consultant engineering services represent 
lower percentages of construction cost than are reflected in the guides 
d b  f. ' l ' ' ( 1 , 2 , 5 , 8 , 9) prepare y pro esswna soc1et1es. 
The need for continuity and the extensive record keeping activities 
involved in obtaining consultant engineering services have prompted 
most state highway departments to assign several key staff personnel 
to a committee or board having responsibility for (l ) selection of con-
sultants , ( 2) estimation of fees , (3) negotiation of contracts for engi-
neering services, and (4) preparation of contract performance evaluations. 
PART II 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Kentucky Department of Highways procedures for obtaining highway 
engineering services from professional engineers in private practice (l6, l?) 
were reviewed in the light current practices and trends. 
In general, the practices followed in Kentucky were found to be a 
combination of the most desirable points of procedure represented in the 
replies from other state highway departments. Among the strong points in 
Kentucky's procedure are : 
(1) The use of a definitive time-cost basis for analysis of 
factors affecting the determination of fees. 
(2) General compliance with the intent of procedures recom­
mended by the professional societies for selection of con-
sultants and negotiation of contractsa 
DETERMINATION OF FEES 
Although the time�cost basis for negotiation requires extensive records, 
it is of benefit to both the Department and the consulting engineer; it 
permits known aspects of a project to be evaluated for time requirements, 
while also providing a fair method of billing for work arising out of 
unknown factors. Even if the consultant uses the 11percentage of construction 
cost" basis and then works ba.ckwa:rd to get man hour requirements1 the resulting 
breakdown of items and cost provides the. consultant with a clear pe.rspective 
of costs and efficiencies in his operations� Consultan-t proposals and 
performance records can be compared with Department man hour estimate.e. to 
provide the Department with a yardstick of accomplishment .for measuring the 
performance of its own staff. 
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Fees established solely on the basis of percentages of construction cost 
can result in widely different consultant profit margins because of differences 
in type of area (urban or rural) , quantity of earthwork and rock excavation, 
number of repetitive structures, and many other factors having little effect on 
the cost of providing engineering services. This is not in keeping with the 
intent of proViding "fair payment for the services performed" as stated in 
Bureau of Public Roads policy (11) and implied by common law. The currently 
maintained cost and performance records provide a much more appropriate means 
of allowing for variation in the size and complexity of projects and the scope 
of ,engineering services provided. 
The degree of consultant acceptance of the current basis for negotiation 
is indicated by recent Department experience. Approximately forty-seven con­
tracts for professional engineering services have been completed v.Jith consultants 
since the time-cost basis for establishment of fees was initiated in Kentucky. 
During this time, negotiation with a second or alternate consultant has been 
necessary in only two cases. 
COMPETITIVE BIDDING 
Kentucky Department of Highways Official Order number 736�.6 i.s designed to 
protect against the potential use of the unethical and undesirable practice of 
competitive bidding, on a price basis, for professional engineering assi.gnments. 
None of the provisions of Kentucky Revised Statutes can be interpreted as 
requiring professional services to be obtained on a bid basis. The 1964. State 
Purchasing Law (lS) states that " . . .  competitive bids may not be required for 
professiona 1, technica 1, or artistic services .11 Courts throughout the country 
have specifically exempted the engineering profession from those clauses in 
public works laws which typically read: 
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"Every contract or purchase made by the State Highway Dept·· 
ment which contemplates the expenditure of more than $1, 000. 00 
shall be let after being advertised uhder rules and regulations 
to be made and published by the Department. 11 (3) .· 
McQuillin on Municipal Corporations VoL 2, states: 
"Provisions as to competitive bidding have been held not to 
apply to contracts for personal services depending upon the 
peculiar skill or ability of the individual, such as the 
services of . .. or a consulting and supervising engineer, and 
generally the requirement does not apply to the employment of 
a professional man, in which case the authorities have a dis·­
cretion as to his qualifications.t' 
In the case of Miller vs Boyle (43 Cal. App. 39) the courts ruled 
as follows : 
"An architect is an artist. His work requires taste, skill, 
and technical learning and ability of a rare kind. Adver­
tisip.g might bring many bids, but it is beyond peradventure 
that the lowest bidder might be the least capable and most 
inexperienced, and absolutely unacceptable. As well advertise 
for a lawyer, or civil engineer for the city, and entrust its 
vast affairs and important interests to the one who would work 
for the least money. " 
In the case of Hunter et. al. vs Vlhite1lker and Washington (Tex. Civ. 
App., 230 S. VI. 1098) the court stated: 
"To hold that the act would require that the services of a 
man belonging to a profession such as that of tf1e law, of 
medicine, of teaching, civil engineering, or architecture 
should be obtained by a county only through the competitive· 
bidding would give a ridiculous meaning to the act, and require 
an absurdity a • •  Such a constructibn would require the selection 
of attorneys, physicians, school teache.rs, and civi 1 engineers 
by competitive bids, the only test being the lowest bid for the 
services of such men. Such a test would probably be the best 
that could be conceived for obtaining the services of the 
least competent man, and would be most disastrous to the rnBteTial 
interests of a county a" 
In the case of Louisiana vs Mcilhenny (201 La. 78,9 So 2d 467, 1942), 
the Court observed that: 
"Civil engineering is a profession.'! requiring ye.ars of, education 
a.nd service to obtain perfection in it, and calling, ih. its 
application, for a high order of intelligence and extraordinary 
skill and learning, and it was never contemplated by the legislature 
that the money of the citizens of a county� raised for road purposes� 
.should be expended upon the advice of a civil engineer who had 
obtained his employment by underbidding his competitors without 
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regard to his ability to fill the position. " 
There are countless other decisions supporting the contention that laws 
requiring bidding for public works contracts do not apply to the procurement 
of professional serviceso'"''r: 
Occasionally there is som� question as to the professional nature of some 
of the services involved in contracts with consultants. This question most 
often arises in connection with such items as surveying services, soil borings 
and traffic studies. Neither the replies from the state highway departments 
nor the information provided by professional societies have indicated any 
clear agreement on the answers to this questione However, there is little 
doubt of the trend toward considering certain engineering tasks to be rountine 
11sub-pr0fessiona.l11 services subject to competitive bidding. In a recent survey 
I 
conducted hy the Ethics and Practices Committee of the Soil Mechanics and 
Foundation Division of the Illinois Section, ASCE, the following conclusions 
were reached : 
(19) 
"Laboratory testing of soils and services involving indentifim 
cation and classification of soils are considered �professional 
services' by 80 percent of the group; 60 percent asserted that 
soil sampling is a 'contractural service1 and, therefore, subject 
to competitive bidding. " 
Delaware awards contracts to the lowest competitive bidder for the engi-
neering work associated with right-of-way acquisition (Table 1), but none of 
the other states mentioned competitive bidding as a means of obtaining any type 
of engineering service. 
''City of Hazard et. al. v. Salyers et. al., City of Hazard v. Goodlette 
(224 S. W. 2d 420) Court of Appeals of Kentucky, June 14, 1949; Jeffersontowrr 
v. Cassin et. al. (102 S.W. 2d 1001) Court of Appeals of Kentucky, March 5, 
1937; State ex rel. Doria vs Ferguson, Auditor (60 NE. 2nd 476) Supreme Court 
of Ohio 1945; Stratton vs Allegheny County (245 Pa. St. 519-1914); No. 17369, 
McNichols vs City and County of Denver, Supreme Court of Colorado, Sept. 20, 
1954; Gulf Bitulithic Co. vs Nueces County (Tex. Civ. App), 297, S.W. 747, at 
754; etc. (quoted in reference 3). 
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The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers is preparing to implement a new policy 
whereby surveying contracts will no longer be bid. (20'21) Such a change in 
policy would be in keeping with the recent American Society of Civil Engineers 
recommendation that surveyors should be considered to be professionals. 
(2) 
Because of the general lack of agreement concerning classification of sub-
professional engineering tasks and the disputable feasibility of separating the 
professional and sub-professional aspects of most engineering tasks, competitive 
bidding is not recommended as a means of obtaining sub-professional engineering 
services. It is recommended that local sections of the professional societies 
represented in Kentucky be consulted in any case in which competitive bidding 
for sub-professional engineering services is to be considered. Competitive 
proposals should not be consider,ed in connection with any contract involving 
both sub-professional and profegsional services. 
PERSONNEL RAIDING 
The Department 1 s statement of policy and procedures (l6) contains a provision 
for guarding against pirating of engineering personnel away from the Department 
of Highways. The provision reads as follows: 
"During the period of a contractual agreement with the Department, 
the consultant shall not engage for any purpose, any active pro­
fessional or technical personttel who are, or have been, in the 
employ of the Department of Highways, or, shall engage such former 
personnel for at least two years after termination of employment 
with occurs after March 3, 1965. This prohibition shall not apply 
to employees who have reached the age of 65, and who have been 
retired under the mandatory retirement policy of the Department." 
Several state highway departments currently operate under a policy which 
results in little or no consideration given to obtaining engineering se.I'vices 
from consulting firms that recruit personnel from the state highway department. 
Unfortunately, a strict Written policy of this nature has an adverse effect em 
the highway department 1 s own recruiting program; A potential high''''"-Y department 
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employee feels that he will automatically relinquish part of his future right 
to work for whomever he pleases in the development of his career. This attitude 
has been quite noticeable among engineering students at the University of 
Kentucky. 
If a written policy of this nature is deemed necessary, some provision 
should be made to decrease its adverse effect on the Department's recruiting 
program • .  That is, the policy should be broad enough to allow application to 
the great variety of situations that may arise. (ZZ) Each case in which a former 
Department employee is hired by a private engineering firm should be evaluated 
in the light of the particular circumstances involved. The first sentence of 
the Department's statement of policy in this matter could be modified by addition 
of the phrase, "without the prior written consent of the Commissioner of Highways." 
With this addition, the intent of the statement would remain quite clear, and yet 
the policy could be administered with the flexibility needed to lessen i.ts ad.cJerse 
effect on the Department's recruiting program. 
The most important aspect of the Department n s current poliCy in this ma.tte.r 
is the prohibition of employment practices -which could result J.n a Hc.onflict of 
interest" on the part of its employees. A conflict of interest could exist in 
the case of a Department employee who is engaged by a consultant during off 
duty hours to accomplish work which is subject to Dep.axtment .a pproval , A similar 
situation exists when a. Department employee is reviewing or a.ppro-;,7ing the work 
of a. consultant with whom he is seeking employment or with whom he has been 
promised employment. 
The recommended statement of policy in this matter (page 23) retains those 
features of the Department's current policy relating to a conflict of inte:cest, but 
does not place a general two-year restriction on the future employment appo:rtunities 
of all the Department's technical and professional pe·J:sonnel. 
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This recommendation is based on the opinion that the current two-year 
general restriction is (1) extremely detrimental to the Department's recruiting 
program, (2) not conducive to good morale and proper attitudes on the part 
of current employees, and (3), in view of general recognition of the fact 
that the Department does not wish to serve as a 11training ground11 for con­
sultant employees, this restriction is not an essential deterrent to personnel 
raiding" The engineering consultants contacted in connection with this study 
were already aware of the Department's views regarding personnel raiding. These 
views, and their implications in connection with the Department1s selection 
of consultants, are an important deterrent to personnel raiding and should, 
therefore, be made known to all consultants on the Department's List of 
Qualified Consulting Engineers. 
The following recommended statement of consulting engineering contracting 
policy and procedures is, except for the first paragraph beginning on page 23, 
a restatement of Kentucky Department of Highways Official Order No. 73646. This 
Order was prepared by members of the administrative and legal staff of the 
Kentucky Department of Highways prior to the beginning of the phase of study 
reported herein. It embodies most of the desirable features that have been 
recommended by the professional societies, the Bureau of Public Roads and the 
highway department officials contacted in connection with this study, and is 
restated here in response to the many requests from state highway departments 
that contributed to the information on which it is based. 
RECOMMENDED STATEMENT OF 
CONSULTING ENGINEERING CONTRACTING POLICY AND PROCEDURES 
INTRODUCTION 
The Kentucky Department of Highways shall maintain an engineering 
staff capable of performing and accomplishing a normal wcrkload of design 
and construction engineering projects; however, whenever design projects 
cannot be undertaken and accomplished by the Department on a timely 
basis with regard to construction plans, or, when the project requires 
specialized technical talents, consulting engineers may be employed 
upon recommendation of the State Highway Engineer and approval of the 
Commissioner of Highways . 
Selection and employment of consulting engineers for engineering 
studies, preparation of design plans and specifications and inspection 
of construction shall be based upon the qualifications of the consultant, 
specialized experience in the type of work required, ability of the firm 
to complete the work in the time required, past experience with the Depar{t­
ment, and ability of the firm to satisfactorily perform the services required . 
Because of these important features, consulting engineering contracts 
shall be negotiated, as are other professional services contracts, and 
are not awarded on a competitive bid basis. 
Consulting engineering firms, considered for contracts with the 
Department of Highways, must warrant that they do not employ or retain 
any company or person, other than a bona fide employee working solely 
for the consultant, to solicit or secure a contract with the Department, 
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and will not pay anyone a fee , commission , percentage , gift , or any 
other consideration as a result of the award of a consulting engineering 
agreement with the Department. 
During the period of a contractual agreement with the Department , 
the consultant shall not engage for any purpose , any active professional 
or technical personnel who are in the employ of the Department of High­
ways , nor shall , without the prior written consent of the Commissioner 
of Highways , engage such former Department employees who have partici­
pated in the Department's review or approval of work submitted by the 
consultant within the past two years. This prohibition shall not apply 
to employees who have reached the age of 6 5 , and who have been retired 
under the mandatory retirement policy of the Department, 
ESTABLISHMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 
Engineering firms interested in qualifying for consideration for con­
sulting engineering contracts with the Kentucky Department of Highways 
must indicate their interest and availability for consulting engineering 
contracts by furnishing information describing the firm's engineering and 
financial qualifications , capabilities , experience, and present consulting 
engineering activities . The State Highway Engineer'·s Ofhce shall furnish 
interested engineering firms the necessary forms , Form HD 40- 1, Ken­
tucky Department of Highways-Engineer Questionnaire , for use in filing 
the necessary data required for prequalification of consultants. Brochures, 
if available , should be attached to Form HD 40-1 , and submitted along 
with the questionnaire. 
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The State Highway Engineer shall be responsible for prequalification 
of consultants. Engineering firms shall be prequalified by the Depart­
ment according to experience and capability , and when qualified , shall 
be included in the Department's List of Qualified Consulting Engineers 
grouped according to complexity of work requirements of highway pro­
jects and the firms' ability to perform such projects. 
Based upon contracts awarded and completed by consulting engineers , 
an Engineers Experience Record shall be maintained by the Department 
to reflect the Department's evaluation of services rendered by consul­
tants under each contract and previous experience of each consultant 
with the Department. 
DECISION TO EMPLOY CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
The decision to employ consulting engineers for engineering studies , 
design plans, specifications , or , inspection of construction projects , 
shall be based upon the availability of state engineers to perform the 
required engineering services , the urgency for completion of plans and 
specifications in terms of plans for letting construction contracts or , 
special technical requirements of the project which warrants employ­
ment of consulting engineers . If state engineering forces are unavail­
able, or , if special technical requirements are involved , the State 
Highway Engineer , upon making this determination, may recommend 
employment of consulting engineers for the project being considered. 
The Commissioner of Highways must approve the recommendation for 
employment of consultants prior to proceeding with the selection of 
firms and negotiation of contracts. 
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PROCEDURt:s',FOR SELECTION OF ENGINEERING FIRMS 
Upon approval by the Commissioner of Highways to employ consulting 
engineers , the following procedures shall be used by the State Highway 
Engineer in selecting an engineering firm qualified to accomplish the 
project: 
l) From the List of Qualified Consulting Engineers , and on 
the basis of information contained in the Engineers Exper­
ience Record , shall prepare a listing of engineering firms 
qualified to perform the engineering services required for 
the particular project, based on their qualifications and 
peffformance records. 
2) Shall select three firms whom the Department will invite 
to consider a consulting engineering contract for the pro­
posed project . 
3) Shall furnish each of the three consultants with a brief 
outline of the project involved and the services required . 
4) Shall determine the interest and availability of the three 
firms to perform the engineering services required for the 
proposed project. 
PROCEDURES FOR NEGOTJATION OF CONTRACT& 
The State Highway Engineer shall be responsible for negotiation of 
contracts with consulting engineering firms . The following procedure 
applies to contract negotiations: 
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l) State Highway Engineer 
(a) Shall discuss the proposed project with the first preferred 
consulting engineering firm on the list of three to deter­
mine its interest in submitting a proposal to perform the 
engineering services required for the proposed project. 
(b) Shall furnish the consultant the following information and 
forms for use in submitting a proposal� 
l) Invitation and Proposal, including Form HD 40- 2 ,  
Consulting Engineers Fee Proposal, for use by con­
sultant in showing the basis for the proposed fee. 
2) Detailed Job Description 
(c) Using Form HD 40-3 , Department's Estimate for Consulting 
Engineers Fee Determination, shall prepare an estimate of 
the cost of engineering services to be performed by the con­
sulting engineering firm on the proposed project and deter­
mine the fee to be paid. 
2)  Consultant 
Shall complete and submit proposal to the State Highway 
Engineer as a basis for further negot.ia tion of a consulting 
engineering agreement" 
3) State Highway Engineer 
(a) Shall analyze the consulting engineer's proposal in detail. 
l) Shall prepare Form HD 40-4 , Pre-Award Survey, to 
determine the current capability of the consultant to 
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satisfactorily perform the engineering services re­
quired for the project under consideration. 
2) Shall compare the consulting engineer's pr(Jposed 
fee with the Department's fee estimate to determine 
the reasonableness of the fee and areas of substan­
tial differences requiring further discuss ion and 
negotiation. 
(b) Shall conduct further discussion and negotiations with the 
consulting engineer, as necessary, in arriving at a reason-
able fee for the engineering services to be performed ·under 
the contract. 
(c) If unable to successfully negotiate an agreement with the 
first firm, shall conclude negotiations and proceed to 
negotiate, as outlined herein, with the second preferred 
consulting engineering firm on the list, and, if unsuccess­
ful with that firm, shall proceed with the third firm. If 
no agreement is reached with any of the three consultants, 
the State Highway Engineer shall select three other con­
sultants, and follow the procedures outlined herein. 
(d) Shall determine the fee to be recommended for payment to 
the consultant and prepare an Agreement to cover the ser­
vices to be performed by the consultant, incorporating 
into the Agreement the scope of the project as outlined 
in the proposal furnished the consulting engineering firm. 
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(e) Shall prepare HD 40- 5 ,  Record of Contract Negotiations, 
including the Department's estimate of the co st of engi-
neering services. 
(f) Shall submit the Agreement to the consultant for signature of 
approval and teturn. 
(g) Shall recommend approval of the Agreement by signature. 
(h) Shall transmit the following documents to 1tbe Board of 
Review: 
l)  Agreement 
2) Record of Contract Negotiations 
3} Engineer's Pre-Award Survey 
4) Consultant's Proposal 
5) Engineer's Questionnaire and other current information. 
4) Board of Review 
Shall review all documents related to contract negotiations, 
determine the qualifications of the consulting engineers 
to perform the proposed engineering services, the fee to 
be paid, terms of the proposed contracts, and make 
written recommendation to the Commissioner of High-
ways for employment of consulting engineering firms. 
CONTRACT EXEC UTION 
l) Commissioner of Higl}ways 
(a) The Commissioner of Highways must approve by signature 
all consulting engineering agreements with the Department 
of Highways. 
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(b) If federal funds participate in the cost of proposed pro­
jects, the Bureau of Pub lic Roads m ust approve the employ­
ment of consult ing eng ineering firms. (Bureau of Public 
Roads' approval shall be o bta ined by the State Highway 
Engineer, )  
(c) Upon approval of the consult ing eng ineer ing agreements 
by the Commissioner of H ighways, and the Bureau of Public 
Roads if federa l funds are involved, the D iv ision of Con­
tract Controls shall process the executed agreement and 
issue the necessary encumbrance documents . 
2) D iv is ion of Contract Controls 
(a) Shall issue CH Contract and processes contract and agree­
ment through the Highway D iv ision of Accounts and the 
Departmen t of Finance for encumbrance of funds . 
(b) Shall receive approved CH Contract documents from the 
Department of Finance and not ify the State H ighway Engi­
neer that the consultant may be g iven not ice to begin work. 
(c) Shall ma intain a file of a ll consult ing eng ineering CH 
Contracts and Agreements and aud it all  progress vouchers 
prior to paytnent . 
3) State Highway Eng ineer 
(a) Shall not ify consultant to beg in work .  
(b) Shall exerc ise necessary supervision over consult ing 
eng ineers during the period of the contract . 
(c) Shall approve payments for w ork accomplished. 
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COMPLETION OF CONTRACTS 
Upon comp letion of work required under a consulting engineering 
contract, the Stat e Highway Engin eer sha ll take the following actions: 
l ) Ensur e that a ll t erms and conditions of the contract hav e  b een 
complied with and that a ll services to b e  p erformed under t he 
contract hav e been complet ed prior to proc essing final vouchers 
for payment to the consultant and prior to final release of 
the consultant , 
2) Prepar e Form HD 4 0 - 6 , Contract Performance Evaluation , to 
evaluat e the services rendered by the consultant under the 
contract, and file this report in t he contract file. 
3) Update the Engineer's Experi ence Record to reflect the perti­
nent data on the completed contract. 
Consultants who hav e  unsatisfactor y p erformance records on con­
tracts with the D epartment of Highwa ys shall b e  dis qua lified and r emoved 
from the List of Qualified Consulting Engin eers until requalified by the 
D epartment . 
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0 A. l!We wish to be <eonsidece-::l for mchitecturol or enqine-e-rlnq sfilrvices in connection with th" 0 'study, D dfilsiqn, 0 inspection, 0 supervision (check applicable 
box or boxes) of construction proje-cts fot: Ke-ntucky Dept. o£ Eiqhwcrys. 
NP.NE OF FIRM ASSOCI ATED WITH 
0 B .  This completed questionnaire is submitted as evidence of employment as outside associate or cons'!ltant. 
(See item 12.) 
As of this date: the foregoing is a t rue statement of facts. 
NAME OF FIRiol OR I N D I V IDUAL SUBWITTING IJUESTIONNAIRE TYPE NM.IE P.NO TiTLE OF PERSON .SIGNING 
�� ---··- · -· ·  I"�''"" 
(a) Forrr, is to be completed by typewriter. Completed forms r.1ay be reproduced (cl lt is-NOT necessary for individuals or fi.nns who check item � 1 :;  to fur-
NCTES: 
in any quantity deemed necessary to meet distribution requirements. nish separate questionnaires for !hell outside assoc1ates and consul-
(b) It will be to a fu"m's advantage to maintain its experience record on a current tam.ts. 
basis. This may be accomplished by periodically for..vardJng current data. 
-���- -·-·��- -·---- - -- ----
' 
w "' • 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT - - - - - - - - - - - - BALA'iC:E SHEET AS OF , 19-__ _ 
FlRM NAME 





\ s  $ 
In Banks 
Cert'f. Checks on Deposit 
for Bids 
Notes R e c eivable (Less Discount) 
A c c o unts R eceivable 
Stocks and Donds r-Inventories 
Interest U e c e ivable A c crued 
on Notes, Securities, etc. 
Life Insurance 
$ $ 
Total C urrent Assets 
FIXED ASSETS (!\et Book Value) $ $ 
Plant and Equipment 
R e a l  Estate 
$ $ 
Total Fixed Assets 
OTHER ASSETS $ $ 
Real Estate (Not used in business) 
Land, bldg. Improvement, etc.  
Misc. Assets 
Total Other Assets $ $ 
$ $ 
TOTAL ASSETS 
(DATE) 0 A  C O R PO F: AT IO N A L  _____ STATE IN W H I C H  
0 A  C O  P A R T N E R S H I P  INCORPORATED 
0 1 N D IV I O U A L  
LIAil!LITIES A N D  NET WOflTH I 
C VRRENT LIABILITIES 
J udgments & Accts, Payable Ls_ 
Notes Payable 
(a) To Banks for C ertified 
Checks 
(b) To Banks for Payrolls 
and Other Purposes 
(c) To Material Companies 
(d) To Equipment Companies 




Accrued Salaries & P ayrolls 
Accrued Interest Payable 
$ 
Total C urrent Liabilities 
FIXED AND OTHER L!Al31L!TIES $ 
Mortgage on Plant Equip. 
Mortgage on Real Estate 
Other Liabilities 
Total Fixed and Other $ 
Liabilities 
NET WORTH 




TOTAL L!ADIL!T!ES s 







COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
















GRADE & DRAIN PLANS 
RIGHT OF WAY PLANS 
UTILITY PLANS 
STRUCTURE PLANS 












OTHER (Specify) _ _________
______________ __________ __ 
TOTAL PROPOSED FEE 
FIRM NAME _____________ ________ __ 
BY 

















COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 





GRADE & DRAIN PLANS 
RIGHT OF WAY PLANS 
UTILITY PLANS 
STRUCTURE PLANS 




ROAD NAME _________ _ 

















OTHER ( Specify) _____________________________ __ 
$ ____ _ 
TOTAL PROPOSED FEE $ ----
BY ___________________ _ 
DATE _______ _ 
HD 40-4 
C OU N T Y 
ROAD N A M E'  
N A M E  O F  F I R M  
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KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
ENGINEER PRE-AWARD SURVEY 
T PROJ, N O .  
The following items, as applicable, have been considered in lighl of information known to the Department land 
each item rated ns shown. 
SA TIS• QUESTION· REMARKS I TEM FACTORY ABL.E 
A B \ 1-. l T Y  TO C O M P L. Y  WITH T H E  fHtQUIR&:O 
1 •  O R  PROPOSED D E L. I V I H h  OR P E R I" O RMANCK' 
SCHO';OUI-.E, TAKING INTO C O N II I O E R A TION 
A!.. I. <'; X I  STING BU!JINE$!1 COMMITMEI>ITD, 
'· 
PA!IT R E C O R D  OF P E R F O R M A N C E ,  
.. 
""'""RENT "BI I..I T Y  TO CONFORM T O  T H E  
REQUIREMENTS O F  T H E  !I T A N O ,., R O  NON• 
O I !I C R I M I N A T I O N  CL.AU!IE. 
GENERAL.L.Y QUAL.IFIIiO ANO S: L. I G I I!I!.. Il TO 
4" R E C £ 1 V E  AWARD U N D E R  A P I" L. I C A B L. E  L. AWS 
ANO REGU!.. ATIONS. 
N E C ESSARy OFIGANI Z A T I O N, E X P E R I E N C &:  8. A N D  T E C H N I C A L.  !IKIL.!..S TO P E R F O R M  T H E!:  
W O R K  (or sbtl/ty to oblsln ssme), 
N E C ESSARY C O N D T R U C T I O N  ANO/OR 
8 ,  T E C H N I C .O.!.. E Q U I P M E N T  .O.NO F A C I L. I TI E S  
FOR P E R F O R M I N G  THE W O R K  (or sblllty 
to ohtsln same). 
I<' rom the_ foregoing ratings, the above namedEngineering Firm is deemed capable of satisfactory! performance under the contract for. w:hich the contractor is being considered. 
REC. BY D E PT . NEGOTIATOR A P P R .  B Y  S T A T E  HWY. E N G R ,  
D A T E  D A T E  
HD 40...5 
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KENTUCKY DE PARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
RECORD OF CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS Sheet 1 of 3 
{FOR OFFICIAL_ USE ONLY) 
COUNTY RECORD OF CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS CHANGE ORDER B !  ROAD NAME SUPPL AGREE. PROJECT NO. CONTRACT NO. DATE 
TO, FROM: 
BOARD OF R E V I E W  STATE H I G HWAY E N G I N E E R  
TYPE O F  SERVICES D D 0 O T H E R  ! S P IO C \ F Y )  ST U O Y  D E S I G N  
1 .  SERVICES I N  CONNECTION WITH (Projed ldenlilicotion, tocolion ond D••cription)• 
2. N A M E  A N D  A D D R E S S  O F  C O N S U L T A N T  
3. PLACE ANO DATE O F  NEGOTIATION 
4. C O N S U L T A N T  R E P R ES E N T A T I V E S  (Nome ond Tit�) 




HD 40-5 Sheet 2 of 3 
e. EVENTS LEADING TO NEGOTIATIONS 
(A) REQUIREMENT FOR WORK. (Such cs topy of Dir�dive or Letter ol aulhorily from ondlor bdel ololemenl "' lo "eceuily of conlrocl oclion.) 
(8) C O N C IS E  .J U ST I F' I C A T I O N  F O R  U S E  O F  C O N S U L T I N G  E N G I N E: E R  
(C) FIRMS CONSIDERED 
(O)CONSU L T ANTIS) S E L E C T I O N  APPROVEOIBY (Nome, Tille, Dote)' 
"' C O N T R A C T  M O D I F I C A T I O N  R E Cl. BY (Nome, Toile, Dole)• 
(F) NEGOTIATION AUTHORIZED BY {Nome. Tille, Dole) 
7. RESUME OF ACTUAL NEGOTIATIONS PROCEEDINGS NOT OTHERWISE SET FORTH 
THIS WILL INCLUDE: 
(A) SERVICES T O  BE P R O V I D E D  BY T H E  C O N S U L T A N T  S U B C O N T R A C T O R S  A N D / O R  
PROFESSIONAL ASSOC I A T E S .  
(B) S T A T E M E N T  C O N C E R N I N G  A M O U N T  O F  CONSU I...T A N T  O R I G I N A L  PROPOSAL. 
(C) ITEMS S O L E L Y  OF I N T E R EST T O  THE DEPARTMENT SUCH AS AMOUNT OF I N I T I A L  DEPARTMENT ESTIMATE. THE BASIS 
FOR UPWARD O R  DOWNWARD REVISION D U R I N G  N E G O T I A T I O N S  O R  T H E  C O N C L U S I V E  J U S T I F I C A T I O N  R E Q U I R E D  B Y  I T E M  8 F O R  AWARDS T H A T  D I F I" E R  F R O M  T H E  D E P A R T M E N T  E S T I M A T E .  
(ATTACH EXTRA SHEETS IF ADDITIONAl SPACE IS NECESSARY) 
-
- 4 6-




8, PRICII\JG DATA 
( 1 )  THE NEGOTIArED CONTRACT PAIGE OF $ _ _  -----·-----···- 18 LES S  THAN 0 THE SAME AS 0 OR GREATEA 
THAN 0 THE O EPA RTMENT ESTIMATE . Q R  OEPTS . 
(21 15 S U P P O R T E D  BY A STATEMENT A N D  F U L L J U S T I F I C A T I O N  OF' R E C O R D  W H I C H  W I L L  A D E Q U A T S L Y  S A T I S F Y  
S U B S E Q U E N T  REVIEWS. 
(3) THAT PART OF THE CUMULATIVE CONTRACT PRICE TO DATE WHICH I S  APPLICABLE STR.ICTLY TO THE PRODUCTION 
AND DELIVERY OF DESIGNS, PLANS. DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS I S $ _ ___ _ ---- - - -- ----- IT REPRESENTS 
'k Of THE ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COSTS OF $_ --------- TO WHICH THE DESIGN SERVICES RELATE 
{4) THE TOTAL CUMULATIVI:: NEGOTIATED CONTRACT PRICE OF $.---- --- - ,. ____ % OF THE TOTAL 
ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST OF $ ______ _  TO WHICH THE:: OVFRALLSERVIC'ES RELATE 
9. PERIOD OF SERVICE: /Should ptrlormon�e schedule-be bond on oulhoriud u1e of overlim•, oc dole, gi•ing nom• and Iitie ol ollicer authorizing Juch 
UIR and dale of odicn.l 
r-: TYPE OF CONTRACT iehed Appl•cabl� rypel 
� 0 (A) FIXED PRICE !lump Sum or Una Proc�l 0 (C) PERSONAL SERVICES l 0 (B) PRICE REDETERMINATION TYPE 0 (D) OTHER COST TYPE 
• 1 1 .  FUNDS CITATION: FUNDS IN THE AMOUNT OF $ ARE AVAILABLE TO COVER THE COSTS OF THIS 
_ _  PROPOSED AWARD AS INDICATED IN THE ATTACHED OIRECTIVE(S). ! 12. ALLOTMENT NUMBER ' ICHl 
1 13 . T H E  PAST P E R F O R M A N C E  O F  T H E  C O N S U L T A N T  WAS: 
I , •. THE F'NANC,.L STATUS 0' THE CONTRACTOR IS, ----1 l 14. NEGOTIATIONS WERE CONCLUDED ON '9 WITH THE C O N S U L  TA iH 
15. THE FINAL CONTRACT PRICE, MUTUALLY AGREED TO IS 
16-:THIS N-EGOTIATED -pRICE-WASCONCURREOIN BY: ISiQnoture of individual cutl.crized Ia cpprcve ccntrccl price! 
TYPEWRITTEN NAME AND SIGNATURE TITLE 
-- -
Far applicoloan when change ordero ore involved- Description of 1er.iceo requored by llem 1 may be limoled lo on idenlilicob'on a l t h  .. line item or specific 
phooe of war� Ia which the cl>onQe order re/oles. In/ormation <peci/ied by Item 2 may be confined to the olame of the conlrodor. A ototemenl of "Not 
Applu;oble'' IN/A) mqy, where appropriate, be sub•lituled lor the data called lor by llems 6C lhrcugh 6f. and llems !: ! . through 13.  
-47-
HD 40-6 FOil OFFICIAL liSE DilLY 
KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS (When dat• enfanuf) 
P E RFORMANCE EVALUATION 
CONSULTANT ENGINEER -ENGINEER PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 




OFFICE RESPOMSIBLE FOR -
S E L E C T I O N  OF C O N S U L T A N T  NEGOTIATION O F  CONTRACT AOMI�H!TFIATION O F  CONTRACT 
CONTRACT DATA 
TYPE OF WORK �TYP-i:_ O F  CONTRACT 
D STUDY 0 DESIGN l--:J OTIIER !SPECIFY) D FIXED P R I C E  D C O S T  P L U !I  Fl XED F lO E  
CONTRA.CT N U M B E R  !CHI COMPLEXITY OF WORK 
D DIFFICULT D FIOUTINE 
AMOUN T O F  ORIGINAL C O N T R  ... C T  TOTAL AMOUNT O F  MODI FICATIONS TOTAL AMOUNT O F  C O N T R A C T  
$ $ $ 
DATE C O N T R A C T  AWARDED CONTRACTED C<'lMPL.ETION DATE, ACTUAL COMPLETION DATE OF CONTRAC_T_ 
INCLUDING EXTENSIONS 
�A-N O E X T ENT OF !IUBCONTRA<;TING 
--·· � 
PER FORMANCE 
WAS CONSULTANT RESPONSIVE AND "' NO WAS PRESENTATION ACCURATE, CLEAR, AND "' 
COOPERATIVE I COMPLETE• 
WAS END PRODUCT ECONOMICAL ... NO !'I U I T A e L E  
0 1 0  T O P  M A N A G EMENT A<:TIVELY P/I.RT! t::I P A TE' FOR IN TEN CEO PU RPOSE1 
WAS WORK O R G A N I Z E D  AND ii.CCOM'PLISHEO I S  CONSULTANT CAPAS.LE OF DOING MORE 
I IN AN EFFI Cl EN T MANN ERT �OMPLEX WORK 1 
PERFORMANCE RATING 0 OUTSTANDING Cl SATISFACTORY 0 U N S A TI S F A C TORY 
E;:� .. �7 �.i'n'W ���: <:Ah�[IJI<:Jl�.,di�f/.;'., �,"�!/.) r<Juona lex rating given, de�crlblnQ quality ol worl'< performed and e /<:Ieney ol uecutlon. 




.. - --- � -
TYPE;O NAME ANO TITLE 
T Y P ED N ... ME JI,NO T I T L E  
-- ------ ----- �------ --- --
CONTINUE ON REVERSE 
SIGNATURE 
O A T E  
SIGN ... TUP.E 
D A T I;; 
�- -















TABLE 1 .  FEES PAID FOR 1'ROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS 
Negotiated fee depending on complexity of 
problems involved and details required. 
Fees run close to 4% of construction cost 
of work designed by the consulting engineer 
Negotiated fiXed fee to be added to actual 
cost of production of the work. Percentage 
of construction cost is never used as a 
basis for establishing fees, Engineering 
consultants are rarely used, 
Negotiated lump sum based on percentage of 
construction cost curve developed for pro­
jects within the State; Similar to ASCE 
guide. Average fee ia approximately 3.5% 
of construction cost. Fee for additional 
work is usually at or below contract per­
centage unless extenuating circumstances 
are involved . 
Negotiated lump sum; Fee depends on com­
plexity of problem involved and details 
re-J,uired and is based on estimated man 
hours, equipment and out of pocket expense 
plus a reasonable charge for overhead and 
profit, within the limits established by 
ASl'E for work of the nature contemplated. 
�laximum fee is �150 per day plus incidental 
c�penses , Selection of consaltants gen­
erally conforms to procedures recommended 
by professional societies, 
Estir.mte of cost of dotng the wor\1 with 
state forces (man 'lour & avarage cost per 
road-mile or per square foot of bridge 
cleck ) ;  Historical cost of similar work 
both on the above basis and on the basis of 
% of construction cost. Production cost 
analyaia, prepared by the consultant, is 
also considered in the case of more complex 
projects, 
Negotiated lump sum or salaries plus a lumpl 
sum bssed on estimated man hours required; 
Construction costs are not considered to 
be good criteria for establishing fees, 
Fee for extra work is based on hourly rates 
of pay specified in contract and actual 
man hours involved, unless an accurate I lump sum fee can be determined in advance, 
Estimated man days required to complete 
the work; Surveys are paid for separately 
on a per diem basis. Fee is stated either 
as actus! salaries plus lump sum or as a 
single luntp sum, Fee, based on man dsys, 
is compared to the construction cost on a 
percentage type basis, AUBA procedures 






Attorneys are employed 
on a project basis and 
according to a fixed 
schedule of fees; Rate 
is $20 per hour for 
work not covered in 
fixed schedule, 
Negotiated lump sum con­
contract ;  Fee per parcel 
is generally $50 to $100; 
Per diem rates are $50 to 
$100 for conference and 
court work. Fees range 
into thousands of dollars 
for commercial and indus­
trial properties. 
All right-of-way pur­
chases handled by 
staff personneL 
Architectural work is 
handled through the Alabama 
State Building Commission. 
Attorneys are provided 
by Attorney General's 
office, 
Negotiated lump sum for the I Department of High-project or fixed fee per ways does not engage parcel; Average fee per right-of-way buyers , Architectural services are provided by Dept. of Public Works, Division of Buildings. 
parcel is $300; Fee for 
court appearances is $125 
per day plus expenses. 
Attorneys are employed 
at $25 per hour for pre­
paration for trial and 
$250 per day or any por­
tion thereof for triaL 
Expert witnesses are 
paid $100-$150 per day 
or on an hourly basis 
for portions of days for 
preparation for trial 
and $100��150 per day 
Fees based on $150 per day 
(8 hours) for MAl apprai­
sers and $100 per day for 
non MAl appraisers; Same 
fee per day or portion 
thereof for trial; Equiv­
alent rate per hour for 
trial prep�ration. 
State ltighway Dept. I State Statutes limit fees negotiators currently to 4% of actual or proposed handle all ac'-[uisi- cost plus an additional tiona; Some explor- 2% of actual cost for super­ation and analysis of vision of construction, 
or portion thereof for 
trial, 
Fees usus lly based on 
hourly rate of $25 for 
trial preparation and a 
per diem rate of $225 
for actual litigation. 
Negotiated contract based 
an customary local rates 
for various types of pro­
perty. 
Services normally pro- I Maximum fee is $150 per vided by California day plus incidental expen-Division of Contracts ses. Department estimates and Rights-of-l.Jay(Legal) .number of working days 
required to complete the 
assignment. 
"Fee Negotiation" has 
been made; State and 
Contract Attorney 's 
have the authority to 
negotiate with con-
currence of the Chief 
Right-of-Way Agent, 
ltighway Department 
does not engage 
right-of-way buyers, 
Fee determined in accordance 
with AlA approved fee schedule. 
Services normally provided 
by California Division of 
Architecture , 
Outside attorneys rarely Negotiated contracts with 
used; Negotiated per independent fee appraisers, 
diem fee of $60 to $120 chosen from Dept, list, 
(plus reasonable expen- Recent annual average cost 
Use of fee buyers is I Architects are used ceca­neither practiced nor sionally for buildings; contemplated, Handled in accord with 
sea) has been paid in per parcel was $145 with 
recent years, range from $35 to $1920. 
Fee attorneys are con-
I 
Fee per parcel ranges from 
tracted by Attorney Gen- $100 to $500 for total 
eral's office for con- , taking and from $150 to 
damnation work at $50 I $600 for partial taking per day plus travel and depending on class of pro­comtnunication expense s ,  perty; Scheduled fees 
apply to single or group 
assignments, 
Highway Department 
does not engage 
right-offtway buyers 
on a fee basis. 
Fee attorneys are engaged Usual rates sre $50 for I Fee buyers are not 
on a slide scale basis total taking and �75 for �employed by the State 
for search and title cer- partial taking; In unusual of Delaware ; Con-
tificate preparatiOn ; cases, contracts are tracts for engineer-
Rates from $40 to $300 negotiated for higher ing work associated 
for properties valued rates. with ROW acquisition 
from less than $20, 000 to are awarded to lowest 
more than $100,000, competitive bidder on 
respectively, basis of hourly rates 
for vuipus types of 
services to be pro­
vided, 
professional ethics, 
Architects are usually 
retained by another state 
agency ; Work on Conn. Turn­
pike was contracted on 
basis suggested in Archi­
tect ' s  Blue J'look, but auch 
arrangements were not con­
sidered desirable, 
Estimated labor cost (man dsys) required tO! Government of D . C .  does 
complete the project plus overhead, mater- not engage attorneys ;  
ials, supplies, travel and miscellaneous Requirements are handled 
e�penses and profit, Proposals more than by a central legal staff. 
5% shove the e�tillll ted fee are negotiated 
Fees handled by a central 
real property organization 
for all D , C ,  activities. 
!Government of D.C. 
does not engage buy­
ers; Services are 
:provided by a central 
!purchasing staff. 
to the satisfaction of all or else another 
firm is selected, 
Lump Sum fee negotiated on the basis of 
anticipated man hours times man hour rate 
times a multiplier (overhead, profit 
expenses, etc., Approx, 2.2). 
Average Fee i s  $100 per 
condemnation suit plus 
21/2 percent of State 
Road Department apprai­
sal, Department staff 
handles all other legal 
actions, 
Negotiated fee per parcel 
depending on complexity of 
the appraisal problem, the 
appraisers professional 
ability, experience and 
education snd the geograpb­
ic area of the job; Fees 
are subject to re-negotia­
tion prior to approval by 
the District and/or Chief 
Appraiser, 
4 8  
All rightaof-wey is 
purchased by State 
Road Department 
Right-of-Way Agents. 
6i. of the final construction 
job costs, 
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Negotiated lump awn based on estimate of 
man hours requb·ed and any special job con� 
ditions or requirements . Review of fee pro� 
posal ia based on fees paid for similar work, 
percentage of construction cost suggested in 
ASCE and ARBA guides, and estimated man 
hours required, Lump sum fee is further 
justified by analysis of man hours req11ired 
to complete plans, number of plan sheets, 
coat per�mile for roads and cost per square 
foot for bridgea • 
Negotiated lump sum based on breakdown of 
man hour costs (checked against Department 
man hour estimate) plus 100% to cover other 
benefits pl11s allowance for aut�of�pocket 
expenses such as computer time, special 
printing and predetermined travel expenses, 
Out�of�pocket expenses are not increased 
by any percentage to cover extra overhead 
and travel expenses due to location of con� 
sultt�nt offices, 
ATTORNEYS 
State Attorney General 
furnishe s attorneys as 
required for Highway 
Department activities, 
State Attorney General's 
office f11rnishes staff 
for all types of legal 
wol."k except some title 
work, the fee for which 
is based on minimum 
State Bar Ass 'n. fee 
schedule. 
Consultants not used except On extraordinary I Attorney General 'a officel projects. serves the Highway . 
Negotiated lwnp sum based on estimate of man 
hours required to perform each major phase 
of work; ASCE and ARBA guides and staff 
experience are used in review of fee prow 
posal. Work by consultants seldom involves 
complete design of the project from prelim� 
inary engineering through contract plans, 
Negotiated fee based on both (1) actual cost 
plus a fixed fee for profit, officer cost 
and overhead, and (2) lump awn, using past 
experience of previous negotiations; ASCE 
Manual No. 38, and ARBA Bulletin No. 253 
are used as guides. 
Department ; Basis for 
fees paid to local attor� 
neys is amount o f  
involvement i n  each case, 
Limited number of fee 
attorneys are utilized; 
Fees are based on Hont. 
Bar .Ass'n. schedule; 
Usual range is from $20 
to $25 per hour . 
RlGIIT�OF�WAY I RlGHT�OF�WAY APPRAISERS B!NERS 




When employed, architects are 
awarded contracts based on 
sched11le of fees for professional 
services (curve) prepared by 
State Department of Administra­
tion, Building Division. 
Appraisal fees vary from All ROW acquid� Fees based on AlA recommends� 
$50 to $1000 per parcel tiona are made tiona; Contracts are negotiated 
depending on whether it ia either by direct for 61. of constr11Ction cost 
partial or total, improved p11rchase by staff on new construction and on a 
or 11nimproved, urban or employees or by coat plus basis (with maximwn 
rural, etc., as stated in condemMtion prow limit) on building modifications. 
ROW Manual Fee Schedule. ceedinga through 
Per diem rates are \lS\lally State Attorney 
$100 for co11rt appearances General, 
and $50 for review of 
appraisal for court 
appearance, 
About 1/3 of appraisal 
work is handled by fee 
appraisers; Standard fee 
per parcel is $75 which 
is adjusted upward in the 
case of more complicated 
work; Per diem rates are 
paid when special indus­







tracts with ab� !tract companies 
for title inform� 
tion, including 
title certifies te; 
nd closing fees, 
re often estab-llished by C<l'ID(l't i ­
tive bidding ; IIThis normally runsl 
75 per parcel. ' 
Appraisal fees are nego- All Right�of�Way 
tiated on lwnp S\1111 �on� negotiation is 
tracts after staff apprai� accomplished by 
sera have viewed and eval� Highway Depart� 
11ated the projects' ment pel."sonnel .  
appraisal problems.· Moat 
contracts are based upon 
$100 to $125 per day. 
Fees cover three classes of 
structures (Specialty, Convenw 
tional and Utilitarian); Range 
is from 3 .5'% to 8% of the 
actual constr11ction cost (incl11dea 
supervision of construction) ; 
Architactc are selected in the 
locale of the project and 
require approval by the Board 
of EMminers .  
Negotiated fee baaed on estimate of cost o f  I (Procedure same as for I (Procedure same as for services to be provided; Consultant submits engineering consultants). engineering consultants) 
schedule of costs of proposed services; Con� 
tract amount is a "not�to�exceed" price or 
a lump sum price. Department of Highways 
has developed detailed procedures and recorda 
systems for all types of outside professional 
services normally l."equired. 
Negotiated fee based on ASCE recOII!I!lendations · I  Fee attorneys are not 
tetained, 
Negotiated fee per tract 
based on complexity of the 
appraisal, 
Fees run 4 to 41}2% (small 
buildings); The higher per-
Negotiated fee baaed on past experience ; 
ASCE & ARBA recommendations used as a guide; 
Fees usually run at or below ASCE & AlUlA 
percentages, depending on amount of infor" 
mation made available to the consultant. 
ARBA Bulletin No, 253 is 11sed wheneve:r 
possible, but fees more usually conform to 
ASGE recommenda tions; All recommended per� 
centages are adjusted on basis of Department 
experience. 
Negotiated fees based on past experience, 
ASCE and ARBA recommendations used as a 
guide, Fees are considerably below ASCE 
and ARBA percentages because of the amount 
of information furnished by the State. 
l'centage applies when preliminary 
wol."k is required,! 
Attorneys are employees 
of the State Attorney 
Gener a l ' s  Office, 
Fee based on appraiser ' s  )Fee buyers are 
proposed charge per parcel jnot engaged . 
or project .but cannot 
Attorneys are employees 
of Department of Law & 
Public Safety and 
a�signed to Highway 
Department. 
exceed scheduled maximum 
amounts fot various 
classes of property . 
Negotiation of appraisers' 
fees was stopped in 1964; 
Department now 11ses a 
fixed fee schedule based 
on nature of property and 
acq11isition involved . 
Fees are based on mini" I Negotiated lump sum on con mum hourly rate pre- t1:act basis; Estimate is scribed by N.Mex. Bar prepared by staff apprai" Asa'n. and paid on a con" sera. 
tract basis, 





Fee b11yers are 
not engaged ; 
Their uae is not 
anticipated. 
Fees based on prepared fee 
schedule containing scaled per� 
centa�:es of construction cost 
(from 3 . 5  to 7 . 5io) for each of 
three clesses of structures 
with table of added percentages l•for structure modifications and 
detailed quantity survey coat 
estimates. 
Negotiated fee based on archi� 
tecta proposal and Department 
experience, 
6% of the construction coat of 
the project; This constit11tes 
complete compensation for all 
services. 
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Negotieted lump sum based on payroll coats [ The Department hu i t ' s  
plus a multiplier o f  1 . 0  t o  1 . 2 5 ;  Consul� own legal staff. 
Fees are established psr- I Fee buyeu are eel by parcel on bash of not engaged. 
Department ROW staff esti· tent proposal includes design surveys and 
boring atakeout; Cost of borings and ROW 
plats end descriptions ere added without a 
multiplier; The letter runs from $200 to 
$400 per sheet depending on number of par-
cels and other culture involved in each 
sheet of tskin'g plan. Prior to 1964, all 
fees were baaed on ASCE Manual No, 38 
curves showing percentage of construction 
cost; Fees for projects with no federal 
participation are based on a percentage of 
conatruction cost (ARBA Bulletin No. 253), 
Very limited experience in employment of 
consultants ;  Fee was negotiated on basis 
of population and dwelling -units for two 
traffic surveys, 
mste. 
Fees set by the Office of Negotisced fee pel: parcel I Fee buyers are the Atto:�:n�y-General, and based on typa and size not engaged , 
are based On approved of property for u:�:ban 
County Bar Association areas; Negotiated fee per 
rate. Fees for title day (about $100) based on 
search and closing right- estimated time plus expen· 
of-way acquisition trans-' see for rural property. 
actions ·are usually about 
one end one-ha lf pe:�:cent 
of the consider!ltion foJ: 
the transactions above 
$5,000, 
Negotiated lump smn based on percentage of I Legal services are not estimated construction cost: 2 . 1  to 2.5% contracted, Negotiated lump sum con- I P¥rchasing aer� t:�:sct dependent upon sil'.e vices are not of the unit, amount of the cont:�:acted . taking and spparant dam-fo:�: roadway design; Between 4 , 0  to 4 .57'. for stJ:ucture design, 
NSPE and Al.U!A guides, with consideration 
given to fees pl:eviously established in 
contracts negotiated with consultants, 
Consulting engineers not engaged ; Depart� 
ment has sufficient staff capacity to pe:�:­
fonn these !letvices, 
Fees set by Attorney 
Gener!ll, 
Fee attorneys not 
engaged ; Attorney Can· 
eral handles all legal 
representation. 
Lump sum fee negotiated on a basis of I (not ncrm!llly engaged) 
estimated production cost computed by the 
consultant and compared with p:�:eviously 
experienced fees related on a percentage of 
estimated construction cost basis end ad� 
justed for complexity and other pertinent 
fsctoJ:s. As a check, it is also compared 
with Figure 2, ASCE Manual No. 38 and ARBA 
Bulletin No, 253, The l)ltter guides SJ:e 
considered someWhat h!,sll, particularly �or 
p:�:ojects below $2,000,000, 
Negotiated fee baaed on staff estimate of 
coat of su:�:veys , bridge design, :�:oadway 
design, and right-of�way plana. 
Fees based on County Bar 
Asa'n. rates; Attorney 
General negotiates all 
contracts, 
ages involved ;  A rough 
ave:�:sge fo:�: rursl proper-
ties would be $75 fer a 
160 acre unit with the 
taking f:�:om one side to 
$450 for a 4000 to 5000 
acre :�:anch newly severed 
by the Interstate and $300 
to $500 for cormnercial 
est!lblishments severely 
damaged by controlled 
access taking ; Court 
appearance at $75 to $100 
per day including e>q>enses. 
Fees based on prevailing 
local charges e>q>erienced 
by the Department of High­
ways fer work of like 
scope and complexity, 
Right-of-way 
buyers are not 




Fees based on fixed sche· I Fee buyers not dule ranging from $20 to engaged. $40 per parcel for projects 
involving more than 6 pro-
perties; Upward adjust· 
ment is made for smaller 
projects; Per diem rate o 
$100 for special use p:�:o· 
parties. Fees for commer-
cial and industrial pro· 
perties are p:�:edetermined 
lump sums based on complex· 
ity of !1ppraissl problem, 
(not normally engaged} 
Contract·a swarded on the 
basis of either proposals 
submitted by p:�:e-qualified 
appraisers or negotiated 
fees depending upon the 
size cf the p:�:oject. 
(not nonnally 
engaged} 
Fee buyers are 
not engaged, 
Negotiated lump sum fees based on complexity! Fees established by State Negotiated
. 
lump s(i!h fees I Fee buyeJ:s a:�:e of p:�:oposed wo:�:k; Fees ave:�:sge between Attorney General ;  Stan- based on volume and com· net engaged. 
3.5% and 5 . 01, of the construction cost; dard fees range from $15 plexity of the work; Con� 
Small single bridges will incJ:ease the fee, to $200 per nonnsl task tract provides that apprai-
or t:�:ansaction with addi� ser will testify in cou:�:t 
tional fees fer contested on a fixed per diem basis. 
condemnation cases, the 
!lmount of additional fees 
being based en complexity 
of the work. 
� 
- 5 2 -
ARCHITECTS 
Fee and contracts a:�:ranged by 
S .  Dak. State Engineers office; 
Fee based on schedule of grad­
uated pe:�:centages of const:�:uc­
tion cost published by AIA and 
NSPE. 
Lump sum fee, normally about 
6% of estimated cost of 
!ltJ:ucture. 
Lump sum fee, nonnally about 
6i". of estimeted cost of 
structure. 
Feea based on percentages of 
conat:�:uction cost ranging from 
8'7. (for projects costing $25 ,000 
or leas) to about 5 . 5'1 (for 
projects coating $1 ,000,000 
or more) . 
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